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Punjab Grill 

"Exquisite Punjabi Delights"

Under the direction of renowned chef Javed Ahamad, Punjab Grill offers

diners with a delightful culinary experience. The restaurant specializes in

Punjabi cuisine of both Indian and Pakistani varieties mixed in with a few

modern gastronomic twists. An extensive list of wines is available to

balance the magnificent flavors of dishes like Raan Punjab Grill, Murg

Malai Tikka, Nalli Ghosht and the Punjabi staple of Sarson Ka Saag and

Makki Di Roti. Like the food, the decor at this restaurant is amazing, with

hanging crystal lights, a glass fronted wine cabinet, an open kitchen and

an overall ambiance of opulence. All in all, this is the perfect place to

come to for a special celebration or date. Private parties and corporate

events can also be organized in their well-appointed private dining room.

 +65 6688 7395

(Reservations)

 www.punjabgrill.com.sg/  Info@punjabgrill.com.sg  2 Bayfront Avenue, Numbers

B1-01A The Shoppes at

Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
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Waku Ghin 

"Upscale Dining"

Waku Ghin is celebrated chef Tetsuya Wakuda's exclusive restaurant at

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands. Their degustation menu is a lovely

blend of modern European and Japanese cuisines that will surely blow

your mind away. The color silver is a dominant feature in this plush diner

which just adds a refined elegance to the ambiance. Enjoy the 10-course

fare in any of its stunning private rooms with a fantastic view of the city

skyline. Their bar has a more informal look to it and doesn't need any

reservation. It has an impressive list of whiskeys and sake.

 +65 6688 8507 (Reservations)  www.marinabaysands.com/restaura

nts/waku-ghin.html

 Bayfront Avenue, L2-02, Atrium 2, The

Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands,

Singapore

 by Public Domain   

Iggy's 

"World Leader in European Cuisine"

Iggy's, founded by an award-winning chef and sommelier Ignatius Chan,

has bagged multiple prestigious awards that declare it as not only the

best restaurant for contemporary European cuisine in Singapore and Asia,

but also all over the globe. Don your most fashionable apparel while

heading to this classy restaurant. Few can afford its lavish tasting and set

menus, but those who do receive an experience of a lifetime. European

Classics such as Tuna and Scallop, Lotus Root and Wagyu are presented

in novel flavors along with attractive visual presentation. Do not forget to

sample the premium wines from their bar.

 +65 6732 2234  www.iggys.com.sg/  marcom@iggys.com.sg  581 Orchard Road, The

Hilton Hotel, Level 3,

Singapore
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